Hello, IRENE

Bringing Old
Sounds to
Light
Patricia Daukantas

Thanks to two optical imaging technologies, long-silent
sound recordings of the past will once again resonate
for future generations.
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In 2013, Carl Haber received a John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation “genius
grant” for his work on IRENE.
John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation

Haber leads the “Image, Reconstruct, Erase
Noise, Etc.” (IRENE) project, a research effort
to extract and preserve analog recordings with
high-resolution digital imaging and confocal
microscopy. Over the last 15 years, Haber and
his collaborators have restored some of the
oldest sounds ever recorded, as well as fragile
media that have sat silent for decades. With
initial techniques refined for production lines,
the IRENE team is beginning to work with
organizations looking to digitize historical
analog recordings.

The worldwide silence of sounds

F

or almost as long as humans have been taking
photographs, they have been inscribing sounds
onto physical media. Analog sound recordings
from the late 19th to mid-20th centuries constitute an important part of humanity’s heritage.
Yet many are slowly decaying, worn down by
an onslaught of mold, surface scratches, dust,
wear and general deterioration.
Fortunately, the science of light has come to
the rescue of these endangered sounds. Carl H.
Haber, a senior scientist at Lawrence Berkeley

Because early analog recordings
are so fragile—prone to wear and
tear even from a stylus—archivists
started thinking seriously about
preservation techniques.
National Laboratory (LBNL; USA), has spent
more than a decade developing imaging-based,
touch-free techniques that turn fragile phonograph records into digital audio files that will
never wear out.
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American schoolchildren often learn that
Thomas Edison invented the phonograph in
1877. While that is true, several 19th-century
inventors devised other means to record
sound waves onto tangible material. Two
decades before Edison’s phonograph, a French
book printer named Édouard-Léon Scott de
Martinville transcribed sounds via a vibrating
diaphragm onto soot-blackened paper. Scott
called his invention a “phonautograph”—the
signature of sound—but it couldn’t play back
the sounds or make multiple copies. Another
Frenchman, Charles Cros, came up with a
phonograph concept in 1877 (called a “paleophone”), but it came to naught after Edison’s
device debuted.
Edison’s earliest phonograph cut helical
grooves on the outside surfaces of tinfoil
cylinders, but he soon realized that the
material did not survive repeated playback
with the same stylus that originally cut the
groove. Subsequent years saw the evolution of
new recording methods and materials—wax
cylinders, aluminum discs, shellac and lacquer
discs—all of different sizes and recorded at a
variety of speeds and other technical specifications. In the early days of sound recording,
standard formats were nonexistent.
Many decades-old cylinders and discs,
sitting in innumerable public and private

collections, bear surface scratches, mold and dust. Some
composite media have “delaminated,” meaning that
their outer coatings have separated from their substrates,
making conventional playback impossible.
Before magnetic tape recording, broadcasters
sometimes made “instantaneous” recordings of radio
programs on cellulose acetate or cellulose nitrate,
neither of which was sturdy enough for repeated
playback. Of course, once a disc is broken into pieces, it
becomes impossible to play it on a turntable.
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, audio engineers
developed a “laser turntable” that tracked a disc’s groove
with a laser beam and read the diffuse reflections from
the record’s surface. Though it was arguably the first noncontact playback device for analog phonograph records,
it did not reach the marketplace until 1996—well after the
introduction of digital compact discs—and thus never
realized widespread success as a playback mechanism.
Because early analog recordings are so fragile—prone
to wear and tear even from a stylus—archivists started
thinking seriously about preservation techniques.

IRENE’s development
Haber, a particle physicist by training, became inspired
to digitize recordings when he heard a radio interview
with Mickey Hart—the longtime Grateful Dead drummer
with a passion for ethnomusicology. In the early 2000s,
Hart, who has worked with archivists at the Smithsonian Institution (USA) and the U.S. Library of Congress,
published several articles, as well as a book, highlighting
the need to preserve recordings from the early era
of audio—especially field recordings of vanishing
languages and the songs of indigenous peoples.
At the time when he heard Hart’s interview, Haber
was devising optical metrology techniques to image
silicon particle-position sensors, designed for the ATLAS
detector at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider. He began
thinking about other possible physics applications for
automated optical measurements. “When I heard Mickey
Hart’s thing, I just thought, ‘What if you took a phonograph record and instead of measuring four fiducials you
measured 400 million points along the groove?’” he says.
“In physics, we’re always interested in scaling—you can
do something, okay, now let’s do it a million times.”
Haber and LBNL postdoctoral fellow Vitaliy Fadeyev
(now at the University of California, Santa Cruz) first
examined the physical parameters of typical mechanical
recordings. Analog disc recordings contain grooves

A wax cylinder (center), made around 1912, shows the effects
of surface mold. Simon Speed

that swerve from side to side; grooves on 78-rpm discs
are about 150 to 200 μm wide at their top edges, with a
maximum amplitude of 100 to 125 μm. On long-playing
33⅓-rpm records, these parameters are closer to 25 to
75 μm and 38 to 50 μm. From those parameters, the
physicists determined the imaging resolution and depth
of field needed to make a complete set of high-resolution
images of the grooves of an entire recording.
Initially, Haber and Fadeyev set up a commercial
digital video zoom camera above a precision X-Y table.
The camera’s magnification was set to a 700- by 540-μm
field of view, corresponding to a rectangular area of 0.91
x 1.09 μm on the record’s surface, and yielding a resolution of 0.26 x 0.29 μm.
With a simple computer program, the camera followed the trajectory of the groove as it spiraled from
the edge to the center of the platter. These lateral cuts in
a surface lend themselves to high-resolution scanning,
with 1 pixel corresponding to roughly 1 μm on the disc
surface. Because of the high resolution, the depth of field
is narrow, about 10 to 20 μm.
Once the data acquisition was complete, the LBNL
scientists created a data-processing program that
merged all the observations into a single coordinate
system, filtering out spurious data points and eliminating small mechanical shifts between the images, to
easily spot and erase dust and surface scratches. Finally,
the software resampled the data at the standard digital
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(Left) Peter Alyea displays a digital image of the
grooves in an old recording, captured by IRENE.
(Above) A screenshot of IRENE data shows
surface damage near the center of the image.
Abby Brack Lewis, Library of Congress / U.S. National Park Service

audio rate of 44.1 kHz and converted them to
a WAV audio file.
While writing their first paper for the
Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, Haber
and Fadeyev bought some old 78-rpm discs
from the Down Home Music Store in El
Cerrito, Calif. Fadeyev broke the first disc that
they tried to image, a Les Paul recording. They
obtained a successful digital transformation of
a 19.5-s clip from their second disc, however,
a 1950 recording of “Goodnight, Irene” by the
folk group The Weavers. In honor of that first

Fortunately, high-resolution 3-D
imaging technology already exists for
resolving features at the size scale of
audio cylinders.
success, they concocted the IRENE acronym
to describe the procedure and salute their first
digitized song.
Haber and Fadeyev didn’t bother to
clean the Weavers record before optically
reconstructing a sound clip from it, or before
mechanically playing it back on a turntable
and conventionally digitizing the sound. Using
commercial audio editing software, the team
compared both sound versions to a compact
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disc version of the song, remastered from the
original 1950 magnetic tapes, and found them
to be “qualitatively similar.”
Fadeyev and Haber sent their paper to the
U.S. Library of Congress, which has one of the
world’s major collections of film, television
and sound recordings. It landed on the desk of
Peter Alyea, a digital conversion specialist. At
the time, he says, the library already owned a
laser turntable, but “it was too sensitive and too
finicky.” Still, the library was building a new
audio-visual conservation center, and Alyea
realized that the institution would need new
methods to conserve its audio recordings and
bring its collection into the digital age.

Cylinders: a third dimension
Next, Haber and his colleagues, which now
included engineers from the private sector and
the University of Southampton (U.K.), turned
their attention to cylinder recordings, which
actually appeared before discs—but require
more complex imaging for digital preservation.
When cutting a recording into a wax cylinder, a recording device’s diaphragm moves the
stylus up and down instead of side to side. The
groove displacement varies inversely with the
frequency of the sound being recorded—there
is no fixed groove depth as on discs. The vertical modulation of cylinders doesn’t lend itself
to the analysis of a relatively simple 2-D image.

Direct top-down imaging of these vertical grooves will
grooves) positions. The probe sampled the cylinder every
not reveal the sound; thus, the IRENE Project team had to 0.01 degree in the azimuthal direction, corresponding to
devise a 3-D system to decode the vertical modulation.
a sampling rate of 96 kHz if the cylinder was turning at
Tinfoil, wax and shellac cylinders present other
160 rpm. In other words, the probe collected 36,000 data
complications for digital sound preservation. Since early
points for each rotation of the cylinder.
recording pioneers and the fledgling recording industry
After processing the data via software, the team
lacked a set of common standards, the media vary widely compared the signal to that of the cylinder being played
in terms of overall diameter and groove width. Extant
back on an archéophone, a modern-day cylinder phonocylinders have 4 to 8 tracks per millimeter, with groove
graph that uses a stylus and linear-tracking tonearm to
spacing between 125 and 250 µm, and may have been
play back cylinders for digitization. Again, the optical
recorded at anywhere from 80 to 160 rpm.
and conventional-playback signals nearly matched.
Fortunately, high-resolution 3-D imaging technology
Improving the technique
already exists for resolving features at the size scale of
audio cylinders. Haber and his team weighed several
Unfortunately, it took the single-spot confocal probe at
techniques: confocal microscopy, white-light interferomleast a day to scan a cylinder containing two minutes
etry, laser interferometry and rangefinding. While the
of music. That kind of speed would not make much of
first two techniques offer roughly the same transverse
a dent in the worldwide inventory of ancient analog
and vertical resolution, confocal microscopes collect data
cylinder recordings. With funding from the U.S. Library
faster than white-light interferometers at a third of the
of Congress, the IRENE team sought a faster system.
equipment cost. Moreover, the scientists were already
In the mid-2000s, STIL SA, the French company that
familiar with them.
made the first confocal microscope the
A traditional confocal microscope has
group used, introduced a system that
a moving lens, but that design wasn’t fast
contained 180 confocal microscopes in a
enough for the IRENE group’s purposes.
single package. For IRENE, the firm made
Instead, they worked with a chromatic or
a version (the “CH” version, after Haber’s
a color-coded confocal microscope, which
name) that lined up the 180 points of
has no moving parts. The probe focuses
light, spaced 10 μm apart. Haber explains,
a pinpoint of light through a dispersive
“Now we have a 1.8-mm line that we
lens so that the different colors come into
could scan over the surface in a very
focus at different depths. As the surface
systematic way, and in like an hour or two
moves through that set of focus points,
we could cover the surface instead of a
only one color is in focus. “Everything
day or two days.”
gets reflected back off into a conjugate
Other optical innovations, such as
Cover
of
sheet
music
for
pinhole in a spectrometer, and the
better line-scan cameras, have improved
“Just Before the Battle,
spectrometer monitors what color is in
IRENE over the years. The team initially
Mother.” Haber’s team
used this song for their
focus as you scan,” he says.
used xenon arc lamps to light discs during
first
confocal
recording.
For their first confocal experiment,
the imaging process, but the sensitive
Project Gutenberg
Haber’s team chose a 1909 recording
camera, taking pictures every 100 μs or
of a song called “Just Before the Battle,
so, detected the 120-Hz flickering of the
Mother,” that was reissued in the 1920s on an Edison
lamp’s intensity. The scientists switched to plasma lamps
Blue Amberol cylinder made of celluloid over a plasterand, later, to super-stable LED lighting.
of-Paris substrate. The team used a commercial confoAccording to Haber, the IRENE team also had to
develop a fast and robust autofocus system to keep the
cal probe with a spot size of 7.5 µm, vertical resolution
optics a fixed distance from the material. Laser rangeof 10 nm and vertical accuracy of 100 nm. The cylinder
finding systems from Keyence Corp. and Micro-Epsilon
had grooves 127 µm wide.
monitor the amount of warpage in discs and cylinders.
The raw data set from a confocal scan of a cylinder
As anyone who has ever left a record album in a hot car
consists of height measurements at various azimuthal
knows, recording media can warp. With a depth of field
(parallel to the grooves) and lateral (perpendicular to the
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(Above) This large glass disc contained a recording of the word “barometer”
spoken over and over again and was from Alexander Graham Bell’s Volta
Laboratory in the 1880s. (Right) IRENE setup at the Northeast Document
Conservation Center in Andover, Mass.
Abby Brack Lewis, Library of Congress / U.S. National Park Service

of 30 to 40 μm, the scanning and data analysis
need to compensate for warping.

Branching out
Haber and his IRENE collaborators have
worked on several groundbreaking projects.
First, in 2006, California officials asked him to
digitize a wax cylinder that held the voice of
noted American author Jack London, who had
dictated a letter the year before his 1916 death.
Haber also digitized a fragile tinfoil cylinder
cut in Edison’s laboratory in 1878. (Tinfoil is

The French tune “Au clair de la lune”
is the earliest known recording of a
human singing—and had never been
heard before IRENE.
much more susceptible to playback wear than
later materials.)
In 2008, Haber made the news for reconstructing one of Scott’s “phonautograms” from
April 1860. Its ghostly rendition of the French
tune “Au clair de la lune” is the earliest known
recording of a human singing—and had never
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been heard before IRENE. A few years ago,
Haber also digitized a number of Alexander
Graham Bell’s early recordings for a U.S.
National Museum of American History exhibit.
Over the course of the current decade,
the IRENE team has disseminated its equipment beyond Haber’s LBNL laboratory and
embarked on a variety of projects. The U.S.
Library of Congress has two sets of IRENE
equipment, one at its Washington, D.C.,
headquarters and one at its audio-visual conservation center in Virginia. The Roja Muthiah
Research Library in Chennai, India—home of
the subcontinent’s recording industry in the
early 20th century—has acquired IRENE equipment, although Haber notes that the logistics of
collaborating over a large time difference have
been daunting.
Not far from LBNL, the Phoebe A. Hearst
Museum of Anthropology at the University of
California, Berkeley, USA, is using IRENE to
digitize nearly 3,000 wax cylinders in its collection. These cylinders contain early 20th-century
field recordings of Native Americans speaking
in indigenous languages.
According to Alyea, the library has been
using a long spindle that allows the equipment
to image three to five cylinders in one session

without human intervention. The scanning project,
which is a partnership with the university’s libraries and
linguistics department, began in 2015 and is expected to
end in 2018.
Another “production” version of IRENE is installed at
the Northeast Document Conservation Center (NEDCC)
in Andover, Mass., USA. The nonprofit center makes its
digitizing services available to libraries, historical societies and members of the public for a small fee, according
to Jane Pipik, NEDCC’s manager of audio preservation
services.
According to Pipik, the center’s job isn’t to digitize
commonly available music discs from the 78-rpm “big
band” era. Rather, it’s to preserve one-off direct-to-disc
radio broadcasts, field recordings of indigenous languages
and the flimsy lacquer-coated cardboard discs on which
some U.S. soldiers sent holiday greetings back home during World War II. Sometimes, radio-transcription platters
may hold the only known copy of a speech or a musical
performance. The cardboard discs, made in a faraway
recording booth sponsored by Pepsi-Cola and other
companies, may provide a memory of a long-lost relative.
The NEDCC received a grant to buy the IRENE equipment in 2014, Pipik says. Haber and his current collaborator, LBNL engineer Earl Cornell, went to Massachusetts
to provide training. “This isn’t something that’s taught in
any kind of school,” Pipik says. Now, she and her team
are writing an instructional manual to teach others how
to use the IRENE setup correctly.
Pipik’s center has done several unusual projects with
IRENE. For the Alaska (USA) state archives, NEDCC captured the sound from four glass phonograph discs used
to record the testimony of an Aleutian Islands couple
captured by the Japanese during World War II. The
center also reconstructed the sound from several Edison
“talking dolls” from 1890. One of Edison’s less successful
creations, the dolls contained small wax cylinders that
wore out quickly. (Haber and Cornell have also worked
on Edison talking dolls.)

Future challenges
According to Haber, Alyea and Pipik, every IRENEscanned object is unique; each challenge that the
researchers face contributes to the knowledge base for
future projects.
Broken media represent an important challenge
because some of the broken materials have great
historical value and others simply have a great mystery

An 1890 illustration shows an
Edison “talking doll” with its
back open, revealing the audio
mechanism (right).
U.S. National Park Service

surrounding them, Haber notes. When the recording
materials break, they change shape just a little—but on
the microscale, these edge changes are significant, and
maintaining the equipment’s focus across a large broken
object is also a challenge. Researchers need to develop
new ways of handling the focus control to put broken
disks back together and new data analysis techniques to
reconnect them—much like an archaeologist who tries to
deduce the shape of a ceramic object when all that’s left is
broken pottery.
“We’re in the infancy of optical sound imaging,”
Pipik says. Two decades from now, she predicts, engineers will have devised new ways to process the data
sets that IRENE generates, and the old recordings will
sound even better. OPN
Patricia Daukantas (patd@nasw.org) is a freelance writer
specializing in optics and photonics.
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